
Many phenotypes mapped on the genome by linkage analysis are not yet associated to any validated disease gene (850 OMIM entries for phenotypes with unknown molecular 
basis had at least one associated disease locus on July 2nd, 2007). The identification of disease genes within disease-associated loci is a very demanding task even in the post-
genomic era because orphan loci may typically contain hundreds of positional candidates.

Most published methods for disease gene prediction or prioritization rely on accurate gene annotation information (e.g. Gene Ontology) or mine PubMed/MEDLINE abstracts to 
infer relations between genes and phenotypes, thus being strongly biased towards well-characterized genes and tending to overlook genes about which little is known.

We present a method [1] that exploits microarray gene expression data and a quantitative measure for similarity between human phenotypes to identify best 
candidates among the positional candidates for a given disease as those that show significant coexpression with genes already known to be involved in similar phenotypes. Since 
the method uses a notion of similarity among phenotypes it can also be applied to phenotypes of so far unknown molecular basis (as long as they show similarity to other 
phenotypes of known molecular basis). Also, avoiding information on gene annotation and previous research is potentially much less biased towards consolidated knowledge
although current microarray platforms still have their limitations and hence do not allow the evaluation of all positional candidates.

Since microarray data can be very noisy we focus on coexpression that is evolutionary conserved between human and mouse and therefore is more likely to be biologically 
meaningful. For this purpose we construct a human-mouse conserved coexpression network and verify its biological meaning and applicability to disease gene prediction by 
analyzing the prevalence of Gene Ontology terms, known interactions between human proteins and similar OMIM phenotypes within the networks coexpression clusters.

Our results demonstrate that conserved coexpression, even at the human-mouse phylogenetic distance, represents a very strong criterion to predict disease-relevant relationships 
among human genes. We propose high-probability candidates for 81 OMIM loci characterized by unknown molecular basis.
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(NON-EXHAUSTIVE) COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR DISEASE GENE PREDICTION/PRIORITIZATION:
• Methods based on functional annotation (e.g. [2], [3]): represent the most straightforward approach for candidate prioritization; overlook non-annotated candidate genes [3][4]; it is not always 
evident how the annotated functions of the candidates relate to the disease phenotype.
• Methods based on protein-protein interactions (e.g. [5]): due to high-throughput data less biased towards already consolidated knowledge, but not exhaustive because very close functional 
relationships between genes and proteins are possible in the absence of direct molecular binding.
• Methods based on microarray (co-)expression data (the one presented here): potentially unbiased high-throughput data; no previous knowledge about candidate genes required; no direct protein-
protein interactions required to infer functional relationship; but: microarray expression data is known to be noisy and co-expression does not imply a functional relationship between genes => we 
need a filter for identifying biologically relevant co-expression
• Methods based on multiple sources (e.g. [6] based on microarray expression data plus functional annotation): inherit strength and weaknesses of both methods.
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CONSERVED COCONSERVED CO--EXPRESSION NETWORK:EXPRESSION NETWORK:
Phylogenetic conservationPhylogenetic conservation as a very strong criterion toas a very strong criterion to identify functionally relevant coexpressionidentify functionally relevant coexpression links links 
between genes [7][8]: significant coexpression that is phylogenebetween genes [7][8]: significant coexpression that is phylogenetically conserved is likely due to selective tically conserved is likely due to selective 

advantage, suggesting a functional relationadvantage, suggesting a functional relation

OROR

cDNA microarrays from tumor cell lines;
4192 experiments for human and 467 for mouse

Affymetrix microarray data from 65 normal human tissues
(Roth et al. [9] and 61 normal mouse tissues (Su et al. [10])

Orthology
(HomoloGene)

CONSERVED

Human Mouse

• Single-species co-expression networks (human and mouse; distinct networks for cDNA and Affymetrix):
a link is established if gene A is among the 1% of most co-expressed genes of gene B and vice versa 

• Conserved co-expression networks (distinct networks for cDNA and Affymetrix):
only links present in both the human and the mouse cDNA/Affymetrix network are retained

• Affymetrix network: 12,766 nodes (genes) with 155,403 links (conserved co-expression relationships) 
• cDNA (“Stanford”) network: 8,512 nodes with 56,397 links/edges

CONSERVED COCONSERVED CO--EXPRESSIONEXPRESSION
CLUSTERS (CCCs):CLUSTERS (CCCs):

each CCC consists of a given gene (the centereach CCC consists of a given gene (the center
of the cluster) and all of the cluster) and all next neighbors in the network

(co(co--expressed in both human and mouse)expressed in both human and mouse)

PHENOTYPE SIMILARITY: MIMMINERPHENOTYPE SIMILARITY: MIMMINER
We use We use MimMinerMimMiner as developed by van Driel et al. [11] to determine the similarias developed by van Driel et al. [11] to determine the similarity between two OMIM ty between two OMIM 

phenotype entries. phenotype entries. MimMinerMimMiner provides normalized scores for phenotype similarity (from 0 to provides normalized scores for phenotype similarity (from 0 to 1);1);
a threshold of 0.4 is used to denote similarity [11].a threshold of 0.4 is used to denote similarity [11].

Example: Epilepsy, partial, with pericentral spikes (OMIM 607221)
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DISEASE GENE CANDIDATE SELECTION:DISEASE GENE CANDIDATE SELECTION:
As As best candidatesbest candidates among the genes in the diseaseamong the genes in the disease--associated orphan loci we select those that appear in a CCC associated orphan loci we select those that appear in a CCC 

together with at least two genes known to be involved in similartogether with at least two genes known to be involved in similar phenotypes (i.e. they phenotypes (i.e. they show conserved coshow conserved co--
expression with other genes that cause similar phenotypesexpression with other genes that cause similar phenotypes))

Leave-one-out test results: 

median size of orphan loci 

Example: Epilepsy, partial, with
pericentral spikes (OMIM 607221) 

Our predictions for 81 loci 
associated to phenotypes
with unknown molecular
basis can be found in [1].


